Dear Dr.’s Winter, what sets you apart from other
dentists and why should I come to your practice?
Dear Lisa, that’s a great question and if you spend
some time on our new website I think we have
really differentiated ourselves from other practices.
New Technology: We utilize the latest in digital
x-rays “Dexis” to allow us to see cleaner sharper
images for diagnoses. We also have a digital intraoral camera called DexCam to blow images up on
our flat panel monitors to show you exactly what
we see when we discuss cavities, cracks, gum
diseases, etc.
We have a new technology called Cari-Vu which
uses lights to see through your tooth and capture
images to give us another way to view cracks,
cavities and mal-formations in your teeth!
We have a laser called lightscalpel which is the
most studied CO2 laser on the market today!
Dr. Richard Winter published an article this
month in the highly acclaimed Dentistry Today
which highlights how this Laser is used in his
advanced reconstructive dental practice to provide
more comfort and better results to his patients!
Things this laser allows us to do are excision of
lesions, bumps and lumps for biopsy. We can
provide minimally invasive crown-lengthening to
allow us to save teeth that many other dentists
would simply extract. This laser allows us to treat
people for being tongue tied or people that have
frena (flaps of skin that can make denture or partial
denture wear very uncomfortable) by simply
removing these with a procedure called frenectemy.
If you go to www.hamptondentalassociates.com
you can read this latest article under publications as
well as all of the other articles published by Dr.
Winter.
Dr. Richard Winter is one of only 535 doctors in
the United States to achieve the DABOI or
Diplomate in the American Board of Oral
Implantology as well as holding a Diplomate in the
International Congress of Oral Implantologists and
Associate Fellow in the American Academy of
Implant Dentistry so you know we keep up on the
latest information and materials to better serve our
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dental family.
We utilize Piezo-electric devices for sinus
augmentation and many other tools to insure our
patients have the best instrumentation to perform
their implant treatment.
But probably the best reason to come to us at
Hampton Dental is that we care!
We have been serving Milwaukee through my
Grandfather –Dr Morris Paschen, my father; Dr.
Charles Winter and now Bruce and Richard
Winter for 94 years! Dr. Bruce’s son is a dentist
and Dr. Richard’s daughter is starting her third
year of dental school in September so we have
been here and will continue to be here for many
years to come. We are not a dental factory where
you don’t know who you will see each time you
come to our family dental practice.
I hope this helps! We would love to have you
join our dental family.
All the best,
Dr. Richard and Dr. Bruce Winter
Please see our work at
www.hamptondentalassociates.com
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